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Last newsletter of 2019
Community Carol Service on 6 December
Please see below which is an extract from a letter Mandi received
from the Fundraising Officer at Ambitious abut Autism.
‘I just wanted to get in touch to say a big thank you for Muswell Hill
Primary’s involvement with our Community Carol Service on Friday
night. The children performed excellently and were such a credit to
the school. Their involvement in the event really helped to create a
warm and festive community spirit – it truly was a wonderful
evening.
We are so delighted to have been able to raise over £700 for
Ambitious about Autism and The Muswell Hill Soup Kitchen. It was
especially lovely for TreeHouse School to join as part of the local
school’s network and we hope this can be the start of many more
shared celebrations.’

Muswell Hill Food
Bank
Thank you to everyone who
contributed to our reverse advent
calendar week and gave so
generously to the Muswell Hill
Food Bank; they were really
grateful for your donations.
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Music and dance at Muswell Hill
Thanks to you all for coming in droves to see the children showcase
their learning this term: Year 3 danced, Year 4 fiddled and
strummed, children from Years 5 and 6 rocked till they dropped,
and the Orchestra provided wonderful entertainment for both
parents and children. We really appreciate you coming to these
events and supporting both the children and the school.
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‘Christmas around the
world’ shows
Mandi has filmed the shows and
hopes to make each class’s
performance available to the
parents/carers of that class in due
course. We’ve had lots of
fabulous positive feedback –
thank you.

Girls Football Team success in the Tottenham qualification
tournament
Match report from Eloise (Year 6)
First game: Muswell Hill vs Harris Academy
Final result: 5-0👍🏼
The first team we played were Harris Academy. Two minutes in and Lilly had already scored three goals.
We were playing really well as a team. At the end of the game the score was 5-0: Lilly scoring three and
Martha scoring two.
Second game: Muswell Hill vs Earlham
Final result: 3-1👌
In the first minute Martha took an awesome 😎 corner into the box which resulted in an own goal: a goal
to us and we didn’t even have to try. We played great after that. Then at six minutes on another corner,
Martha crossed it in to Lilly and she scored a superb goal. Then sadly at seven minutes the other team
scored a lucky goal meaning the score was now 2-1. Then at eight minutes Sophie scored a mind-blowing
goal: cross bar and in. Wooo 🥳
I have to point out here that Rosie has played outstandingly managing not to get distracted while the rest
of the team have been up field scoring. Well done Rosie😁.
After a half hour break we were ready to go out and win again😛.
Third and last group game: Muswell Hill vs Coleridge
Final result: 3-0🥳
This team was better than any of the other teams we had
played at this tournament so far so we had to up our
game. We got close to their goal many times in the first
five minutes but just couldn’t get that shot. Then at five
and a half minutes after many attempts Lilly managed to
get in there and score a fantastic goal. Then only two
minutes later Lilly scored another goal. Then thirty
seconds later Lucia came up and scored an extraordinary
goal from the half way line. Then with thirty seconds left
Alexia scored a phenomenal goal. And then we found out
we were going to Tottenham training ground!!!🥳

A Parliament of BeatPoets: report from group leader
The BeatPoets Creative Writing Group, consisting mainly of MHPS children,
attended the House of Parliament last week to read their stories and poetry.
The Group, run by Jay Hansen at Muswell Hill Library, encourages children from
Years 2 to 6 to explore many aspects of Literature and to broaden their horizons
through learning sophisticated new words.
The experience at the House of Parliament was an
exhilarating one for Year 6: Anastacia, Anna, Annabelle,
Emiliya, Iker, Isabella, Lili, Max, Melissa and Natasha;
Year 5: Lyra and Max; Year 3 Dhalia and Isabella H. They
all dressed in an androgynous fashion, with dark attire,
ties and hair tied back to represent ‘Oneness’ in a time of
serious change.
As well as Reading in the House of Parliament, the trip
consisted of an extensive tour of the House of Parliament
and the House of Lords, proving to be both enchanting
and tremendously informative. All the children found the
occasion enormously inspirational and learnt a substantial amount about the power of Democracy.
Disappointingly we were unable to meet with Catherine West, as previously arranged, because she was not
formally allowed in the Parliament building due to Parliament being dissolved. We had more right to be
there than she did!
In the workshop which followed the tour, the children were able to get a comprehensive insight of the
Laws of Parliament. They were also given, through role play, the opportunity to learn and identify
formidable leaders, such as King John, who was responsible for signing the Magna Carta; The Orange
House Royals, who play a prominent role in the ‘Glorious Revolution’, which led to Parliament having even
more power than the Crown - right up to the tactics of Prime Minster Boris Johnson.
Many children read out their work and Max Y6 was offered a job, in the future, at the House of Parliament;
he impressed many Parliament workers with his natural political talents.
One of the best moments, for those helpers over 45, was seeing 1970s TV heroine Floella Benjamin from
Playschool. She, looking young as ever, had an entourage of Miss World Candidates meandering around
Parliament- very clearly Beauties in the Beast of Power. The event was concluded with mince pies outside
the House of Parliament on a very Christmassy night!
Note: BeatPoets are free Writing Group sessions. There is a waiting list, but please leave your name and
number with Michael in the Library if your child is interested in a place.

Ruby and Cobalt classes – thanks to Ken
Ruby and Cobalt classes had a fascinating visit from the grandfather
of a child in Ruby class who is a space scientist – Cobalt class said: We
wanted to say a massive thank you to Ken for our visit this morning!
The children in Cobalt class absolutely loved having you and you
answered so many fascinating questions about Infa-red research, and
your knowledge of brown dwarf stars and asteroid prevention with
your Neocam project alongside NASA and the building of your new
telescope was inspirational.

Please see the message from the PSA below. The school would like to thank the PSA for all the events
and fundraising they have organised this term. Thanks also to everyone who supports these events and
donates so generously of their time and money.

Message from Mandi
This holiday
This holiday, mend a quarrel.
Seek out a forgotten friend.
Dismiss suspicion, and replace it with trust.
Write a love letter. Share some treasure.
Give a soft answer. Encourage youth.
Manifest your loyalty in word and deed.
Keep a promise. Find the time.
Forgo a grudge. Forgive an enemy.
Listen. Apologise if you were wrong. Try to understand.
Flout envy. Examine your demands on others.
Think first of someone else. Appreciate.
Be kind; be gentle. Laugh a little. Laugh a little more.
Deserve confidence.
Decry complacency. Express your gratitude.
Welcome a stranger.
Gladden the heart of a child.
Take pleasure in the beauty and wonder of the planet.
Speak your love. Speak it again. Speak it still once again.

With thanks again for your support and very best wishes for the
festive season.
We look forward to seeing the children back on Monday 6 January at
the usual time - 8.55am

One last reminder – if at all possible could you please take the time to
register on Ofsted Parent View over the holiday, and leave some
feedback about the school. Thanks very much. You can find the link
here: https://parentview.ofsted.gov.uk/

